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FOREWORD

This report describes an in-house effort conducted by personnel of the

Science Center, Rockwell International under Project 7351 (DARPA order 2828) of

General Order 595, "Interdisciplinary Program for Quantitative Flaw Definition".

The work reported herein was performed during the period 12 April 1979

through 15 September 1979, under the direction of the author, Dr. J. F. Martin.

The report was released by the author in January 1980.

This report is Part II of two parts concerned with detection of

cracks under fasteners with EMATs (electromagnetic acoustic transducers).
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I. INTRODUCTION

A major problem in aircraft maintenance is the detection of cracks

growing from fastener holes in wing lap joints. As shown in Fig. 1, the

problem is particularly difficult in the lower half of the joint, where direct

measurement is obscured by intervening metallic and sealant layers. The

former is opaque to all but low frequency eddy currents, whereas the latter

has a variable,and often high, attenuation for ultrasonic waves in the MHz

frequency range.

The five-month study described herein followed a previous study (1)

which demonstrated the feasibility of using horizontally polarized shear

ultrasonic waves to detect fatigue cracks growing from fastener holes in the

lower half of the joint. In that previous work, the waves were injected into

the lap joint region by a couplant free, EMAT (electromaynetic-acoustic

transducer) placed on the right hand exposed portion of the lower half of the

joint. The energy propagated around the discontinuities, interrogated the

fastener region, and returned to a receiving EMAT probe. An analog-based

Fourier transform signal processor analyzed the experimental data. Saw slots

orginating in the fastener holes were successfully detected and the ultrasonic

response quantified in terms of slot length. The primary limitations of that

study included a high noise level, the lack of an opportunity to study real

fatigue cracks in assembled wing joints, and the lack of an opportunity to

explore procedures which were adaptable to changes part geometry.

'1
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rhe objectives of the present phase were threefold (Ref. 2):

1. to achieve refinement of the system developed in Ref. 1, and to

establish procedures to distinguish flaw responses from sample-

geometry-deteriined changes in the ultrasonic response;

2. to prepare, and use in experiments, a minimum of three wing

joint specimens, two of which would contain laboratory grown

interior layer corner fatigue cracks;

3. to develop a preli;iinary configuration design of an EMAT system

suitable for field inspection of wing lap joints for such

cracks.
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II. PROGRAM SUMMARY

In order to achieve these objectives, the following program was

conducted. First, the previously used apparatus was modified in several ways

to improve the quality and reproducibility of the experimental data. These

changes in probe design, probe p.sitioning hardware, and signal processing

techniques are discussed in Section III.

In order to verify that the new apparatus was functioning properly

and represented an improved capability, a series of experiments were performed

on the unassembled mock-up sample used in the previous study. The successful

results, reported in Section IV, represented a completion of the first half of

objective 1.

A set of four, fully assembled samples were then constructed and

assembled to evaluate the technique. As described in Section V, two contained

0.030 in. (.076 cm) and 0.100 in. (0.254 ci) corner fatigue cracks in the

lower half of the lap joint, grown i- a laboratory mechanical testing machine

under tension-tension fatigue conditions. These two samples lacked the

stiffening rib because of the resulting fabrication savings. A third sample

was a section of an actual wing lap joint in which corner EDM notches of the

same dimensions had been placed. The fourth was the previously used mock-up,

now fully assemnbled, which contained saw slots of various lengths.

In Section VI-IX, the experimental results obtained on these samples

are reported. It was found that the 0.100 in (0.254 cm,) fatigue crack and
/
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radial EDM notches were reliably detected using several different techniques,

completing the performance of objective 2. The 0.030 in. (0.076 cm) fatigue

crack was also detected, but with lower reliability. Further work is needed

for this size of flaw before reduction to practice can be seriously contem-

plated. In addition, a technique was also defined which allowed the same

procedure to be applied to samples of different geometry. This represents a

partial attainment of the second half of objective 1. However, some more work

is required before a completely unambiguous techinque for differentiating

flaws from geometrical responses is attained. Finally, beyond the initial

objectives, a technique is reported for identifying loose fasteners.

Based on these results, a preliminary configuration design and

inspection procedure have been prepared, completing the performance of

objective 3. These are reported in Section X. In Section XI, a future

program to reduce this technique to practice, using the cited configuration

and procedure, is presented.
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III. SYSTEM REFINEMENT

The system was first refined to improve the quality and reproduci-

bility of the experimental data. Included therein were three major changes.

First, the central operating frequency was lowered from 250 kHz to 200 kHz.

This placed the operating point further below that point at which higher order

Modes of the lap joint plate would propagate and produce interfering signals

(see Appendix of Ref. 1). It also was designed to place the interference

null, used in the previous study for flaw detection and sizing, at the center

of the transducer passband rather than at its edge (for the geometry of the

original mnock-up sample). Second, an improved positioning apparatus was

constructed to allow higher quality data to be attained at nultiple angles.

This was needed for studies aimed at separating flaw from geometric

responses. Finally, a digital signal processing system was developed which

eliminated the previously observed fluctuations in system outputs, produced a

higher signal-to-noise ratio through signal averaging, and allowed much

greater flexibility in data analysis. Details are given below.

)

1. Probes

Based on observations made in the previous phase (1), a new central

operating frequency of 200 kHz was chosen. Four EMATs (electromagnetic-

acoustic transducers) were fabricated (Fig. 2) to generate or receive ultra-

sonic horizontally polarized shear waves in aluminum, propagating at a grazing

angle to the surface. These were implemented as one transmitter and three

6
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BNC COAX ALUMINUM
SOCKET CASE

* -- MAGNETS

ENCAPSULATING
EPOXY:
0.25 mm THICK

FLAT

I 1INCH I

5cm

Fig. 2 Drawing of EMAT Transducers Used. The Flat Copper Strip
Was Connected to the Coax Socket through an Impedance-
Matching Transformer.
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receivers. Also constructed and adjusted for operation at 200 kHz were two

analog electronic circuits: one for creating a 5-cycle tone burst to drive

the transmiitter and one for amplifying the signal from one receiver. The

input signal to the transwitter Was the output of a pulser-function generator

coilibination (see Fig. 3 for system schematic). The output of the receiver

ai.tplifier was connected directly to the Biomation 8100 wave form digitizer.

As shown in Fig. 3 and discussed in C below, this instrument WdS interfaced to

the minicomputer, which was used to control data taking and to perform all of

the waveform analysis.

Probe Positioning

two new goniometers were constructed, one of plastic (Fig. 4a) dnd

one of brass/aluminum (Fig. 4b). These were used to accurately and repeatably

position the probes with respect to the fastener holes and lap joint. The

brass device was designed for iore precise control of the angles (±171r) and

positions (+0.5imi) of the [MATs. The plastic device was used as a prototype

of a hand-held fixture such ds might be used in the field.

3. Signal Processing

Using these goniometers, three transmitter-receiver configurations

were eiiployed in the program l (Fig. 5). The ultrasonic results from each of

these varied as a function of angles a, 0, and Y and are described later in

detail. Data was analyzed on a digital signal processing systen consisting of

a Data General S200 minicolnpater-biowlation 8100 combination operating under

48
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Fig. 5 Drawings of Transducer Configurations.
(b) Two-Probe Transmission.
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Fig. 5 Drawings of Transducer Configurations.
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the control of the Interpretive signal Processing (ISP) Program. This system

was created at the Science Center and is unique in the field of NDE. Both the

S200 and the 8100 are commercially available separately. ISP is a large

multitasking program which runs on the S200 under the command of an external

terminal. It is tailored for flexible data collection and signal processing

applications and capable of over 40 distinct operations including several for

graphics. It was designed and developed at the Science Center and is

., nstantly being upgraded for new NDE applications.

In these experiments, the Biomation 8100 waveform digitizer was

triggered by a sync pulse from the 7060 generator, after being armed by a

signal from ISP. For each waveform an array of 1024 samples was acquired in

the 8100 with a sample interval of 0.2 is. This array was transferred to the

S200 and added to a special buffer by ISP. After 100 such acquisitions, data

taking was complete and the buffer was divided by 100 to yield an average

waveform. This average waveform had a factor of 10 less random electronic

noise than any single waveform, non-coherent r.f. noise was reduced even

further. In this way, the noise-sensitivity was greatly improved over that of

the previous study.

At this point, ISP allowed any of several different directions to be

taken in the analysis of that signal. Those operations pertinent to this

report are:

a. storage on disk

b. plotting on a storage CRT (Tektronix 4006 terminal),

c. a Fourier transform, or its inverse,
1
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d. subtraction from another waveform, and

e. division by another waveform.

Because of the flexibility of ISP, these operations could be applied in any

order necessary for data analysis.

4. Stability Evaluation

During the experiment, checks were made to verify stable operation of

the electronics. The gain was constant to within ±10% over the five-month

period, as was the shape of the characteristic frequency spectrum of generated

acoustic energy. No large deviations from an established norm were observed

which could not be accounted for by an accidental lift off of a transducer

from the part, or similar simple mechanisms. In fact, after the initial set-

up in April and May of 1979, the only electronic problem was caused by a

spurious ground loop between the cases of the transmitter and receiver

EMATs. It was eliminated by insulating the aluminum posts of the EMAT cases

from the metal goniometer.

/
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IV. EXPERIMENTS ON UNASSEMBLED MOCK-UP

In order to verify that the new apparatus was functioning properly,

the previously reported experiments were performed on the original mock-up, in

the unassembled condition. These results can then be compared to those

reported in (1) to establish the amount of improvement realized.

I. Experimental Technique

The transducer configuration used was that shown in Fig. 5a with 6 =

45', a - 900. Fig. 6 shows the time waveforms received in this configura-

tion from an unslotted hole. The previously described signal processing

algorithm requires gating out that portion of the waveform containing the flaw

information.

In this work, a Hanning window (Ref. 3) was used to eliminate

spurious spikes in the subsequent Fourier analysis. In Fig. 6a, the entire

waveform is shown. The clipped signal centered near 20 Ps is the result of rf

leakage from the transmitter to the receiver. In effect, the receiver acts as

a radio antenna. This leakage has been found to be quite useful since it

provides a measure of the true zero of tine for measurement of acoustic delays.

The signal centered near 60us is the reflection from the first step encountered

in the wing lap joint. This merges with the reflection from the extreme plate

edge, which is centered at approximately 80 Psec. At 110 Psec, the reflection

from the end of the stiffening rib is just beginning. Fig. 6b shows the

Hanning apodization function used to gate out all but the flaw information.

Fig. 5c is the product of the waveforms shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. Note the

4x change of scale in going from Fig. 6a to Fig. 6c.

17
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The transform of the signal in Fig. 6c was then digitally computed

using a very fast assembly language routine developed here. (A 1000 point

transform takes about 1 second.) Fig. 7 shows the results for holes 10, 11,

and 12 in both amplitude versus frequency (7a), and complex impedance (7b),

plots. The frequency spectra do not have exactly the same shape as those in

Ref. 1 due to the new transducers and new operating frequency, the apodization

used in this work, and the greater accuracy inherent in a computed transform

as opposed to the crude analog transform of the previous work. Nevertheless,

the data exhibit similar characteristics: an interference effect which is

different in a slotted hole (#11, 0.220 inches long) from that in non-slotted

holes (#10 and #12). It was found in this work that the depth and location of

the interference dip or dips depended strongly on the exact location of the

time window used for the Fourier transform. For this reason, an investigation

was carried out to confirm the interference model proposed in the previous

study and to determine from a physical understanding what time window should

be used. The results are discussed in Section B.

2. Optimization of Gating Window

Figs. 8a and 8b show two time waveforms: one for hole #8, a hole

with a large slot (0.150 in.), and one for hole #13, an unslotted hole. In

Fig. 8c, these are superposed. Notice the near-similarity at 60us is altered

drastically near 90 us, although by 115 us the waveforms are very similar

again. Fig. 9a shows the two reflection paths proposed in the model of Ref.

1; the first is from the complex region where the thickness changes and the

19
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stiffening rib connects, and the second is from the extreme edge of the

sample. Since the time difference between paths 1 and 2 is only one-quarter

of the length of the signal in path 1 or path 2 individually, one would not

expect the signals from the two paths to be resolved in time. In principle,

there is also a reflection from the fastener itself but this is very small in

amplitude compared to the signals from paths 1 and 2 and would not be

distinguishable in Fig. 8

A simple interpretation of Fig. 8 in terms of Fig. 9 is that the

acoustic signal in hole #13 has a large component from path 1, a smaller

component from path 2, and a much smaller signal which is a reflection from

the end of the rib (see Fig. 9b). However, the signal from hole #8 (Fig. 8a)

has almost no component added in from path 2 due to the barrier presented by

the slot. Its amplitude in the 80-100 us region is therefore smaller.

Depending on the exact geometry of the transmitter and receiver transducers,

the signals from the two paths could interfere destructively instead of

constructively as is the case here. The locations of the interference null

used in crack detection and sizing could also shift. The speed of sound for a

shear wave in aluminum is 3.05 mm/ps. From Fig. 9b, one can estimate that the

reflection from path 2 will take (26 x 2. x cos 450/3.05) Ps, or 12.1 )s

longer than path 1. The reflection from the rib should take (84 x 2/3.05) Ps,

or 55.1 us longer than path 1.

A test of this interpretation of Fig. 8c is to attempt to simulate it

with a signal which is a reflection from simple clean edge. Fig. 10a shows

such a signal, obtained by bouncing the acoustic energy at a 450 angle to the
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edge of the mock-up npposite to the lap joint, where there is no complex

geometry. To produce a successful simulation of the waveforms in Fig. 8a,

the following exact summation was required:

ul(t) = uo(t) + 0.15 uo(t - 52.5tis) (la)

u2 (t) = ul(t) + 0.30 uo(t - 11.5 Ps) (ib)

where u (t) is the waveform of Fig. 10a.o

The results, uI (t) and u2(t) are shown in Figs. 10b and 10c. The first

signal, uI , is intended to simulate the response from the slotted hole #8.

The function uo represents the signal from path 1, and 0.15 uo(t-52.5 msec)

represents the delayed signal from the stiffener. However, no signal is

included from the back edge of the plate, path 2, since this is assumed to be

blocked by the slot. The function u2 simulates the signals for the unslotted

hole #13, which includes both uI and a contribution, 0.30 uo(t-11.5 1'sec),

representing the back edge reflection (path 2). Comparison of Figs. 8 and 10

shows excellent agreement, suggesting that the interpretation is correct. The

window position shown in Fig. 6b is optimized to include the two paths of

interest. The empirical values of 11.5 us for path 2 and 52.5 Ps for the rib

4reflection are satisfactorily close to the estimated values of 12.1 Ps and

55.1 i1s. The multiplying coefficients are also very reasonable and support

the simple interpretation advanced above.

*2
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V. rAbRICATION OF SAMPLES

Four samples were utilized in experiments reported hL'e and are

described below in detail. A large fraction of the fabrication effort was

performed at another division of Rockwell, the North American Aircraft

Division (NAAD), for reasons of efficiency and the availability uf machine

shop time and particular machines needed. Fig. 1 and Table I provide the

dimensions of all samples used. The fasteners and nuts were obtained directly

from Voishan, Inc.

1. Actual Wing Section

This is the actual wing section provided for the previous study (1)

in which a saw slot had been introduced at one of the fastener holes (#19).

To aid in comparison of EDM notches with fatigue cracks this sample was

disassembled and two more flaws were created. These were radial corner EDM

notches about 0.010" in width. One was 0.100" long and was placed at hole #11

in a region of changing geometry (see Fig. 11). The other was 0.030" long and

was placed at hole #16 in a region of fairly constant geometry. Fig. 12a

shows a cross-sectional view of the notch geometry. Furthermore, in re-

assembling this section, the fastener in hole 4 was omitted and hole #23 was

drilled slightly oversize. This was done to provide examples of loose

fasteners. The re-assembly was done in the manner described in Section C for

fatigued samples.
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WS

-0.220"

a) CORNER EDM NOTCH
R = 0.100", 0.030"

0.220"

b) 100 mil FATIGUE CRACK
ACTUAL L = 0.110" + 0.010"

0.220"

c) 30 mil FATIGUE CRACK
ACTUAL L = 0.035" + 0.010"

Fig. 12 Drawing of the Radial Corner Notches and Fatigue Cracks.
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TABLE I

Dimensions in Inches for Values Shown in Figure I. (Nominal)

Actual Wing Mock-Up Wing Fatigued
Section Section Samples

A 0.260 0.688 0.700

B 0.260 0.438 0.438

C 0.195 0.218 0.218

D 0.200 0.218 0.218

E 0.270-0.425 0.281 0.281

F N.A. 1.96 1.96

G 1.58 1.063 1.063

H 1.68 1.125 N.A.

I 3.04 3.20 N.A.

J 0.450 0.500 0.500

Bolt # TLB-3-5 SPS TLI-5-9 VS TLHl-4-8 VS

K 0.048 0.070 0.063

L 0.312 0.560 0.500

M 0.270 0.455 0.385

N 0.200 0.330 0.265

P 0.186 0.307 0.246

Q 0.87 - 1.15 1.25 1.25

(N.A. means not applicable)

2. Wing Section Mock-up

The lower half of this sample was the full geometry aluminum mock-up

fabricated for the previous study with five saw slots of various lengths. A

mating upper half was constructed and tdpered holes were drilled in each half

/
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to admit the special fasteners. A number of experiments were performed before

assembly and were reported in Section IV. The assembly was made in the manner

described in Section C below. The actual assembly of this specimen was

delayed until after initial studies had been performed on the fatigued samples

described next.

3. Fatigued Samples

The work statement for this contract (2) required two samples with

simulated induced service fatigue cracks at the fastener holes. Consultation

with Dr. 0. Buck of the Science Center yielded a plan for creating such

fatigue cracks. The full fabrication of these samples involved over ten

separate steps. It took three months and cost approximately $6,000 per

sample. In the opinion of the authors of this report, those figures are the

iinimum which could possibly be expected of any similar future fabrication.

The drawings necessary for fabrication are reproduced in Figs. 13

through 15. First, material was obtained for both the upper and lower sec-

tions of the joint for each specimen to be fatigued. The lower sections had

to be wide enough (see Fig. 13) to provide an area on each end where the MTS

load-cycling machines could connect. The first machining steps, shown in

Fig. 13, provided a narrowed region with a pilot hole and an EDM notch which

would start a fatigue crack under cycling (the "pre-fatigue shape"). In

addition, two spacer pieces of aluminum were constructed for each end of each

lower section to provide a fit to the MTS grips. These parts and the section

ends were allodyned and bonded together before being drilled to accept the
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WING JOINT - LOWER SEC-r I', PREFATIGUE DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL 7075-T6AI SCALE 1/2 OR AS NOTED

16--- .-
2.400 TYP 2.400 TYP .'.4iflf TYP

----~ -~ ,0.505 ± 0.002

1.875 ___ 1.200fl.20JO I TYP. 19 PLACES

1.875

S 1.875

1 1/4

343/4
(TOTAL
LENGTH)

R 6.56

R 6.56 R 6.00

10.00
(TOTAL LENGTH OF
STRAIGHT SECTION)

STARTER
EDM NOTCH

---

i'I\ FULL R
TOLERANCE:NCHES 

0. 1

DECIMAL: xx + 0.010
xxx ± 0.005 DNMNESS NOTED

, URFACE ROUGHNESS PILOT HOLE5/ FULL SCALE15/64

Fig. 13 Drawinq of Pref,-tigue Dimensions of Lower Sections
of the Fatigue Samples.
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grip bolts. The fatigue cycling was performed over a range of 5 to 50 thousand

pounds of tension with a 0.5 Hz cycle rate. Crack initiation required 7600

cycles on one specimen and 11,200 cycles on the other. The cracks could be

easily measured under 50,000 pounds of tension. They were allowed to grow

long enough that drilling the final taper hole would leave them near the

nominal dimensions of 0.030 inch and 0. 100 inch (0.076 cm and 0.254 cm).

After the correct crack length was reached, the lower sections underwent the

finish machining shown in Fig. 14. The upper sections were constructed as

shown in Fig. 15a. The tapered holes were drilled by bolting the upper and

lower sections together at each end and drilling then at the sai;e time.

Two i;ethods of confirming the length of the fatigue cracks after

final drilling were used. They were etched and viewed under a i.icroscope

directly, and then they were treated with a fluorescent penetrant and viewed

under a microscope again. A photograph of the 0.030" crack is shown in Fig.

1b; the 0.100" crack is shown in Fig. 17. The blotchy nature of the 0.030"

crack is due to the aqueous developer which was necessary in order to get an

image of it. Figs. 12b and 12c show an estimation of the cross-sectional

area of these cracks based on the observations i;iade under the miicroscope. if

course, details of the crack edge within the sample could not be verified

without a destructive examination.

Finally, assembly of both samples was performed using the VOI-SHAH

TAPERLOCK Installation Specification as a guide. The fasteners were tightened

to 125 in-lbs. The sealant was allowed to cure two weeks at room temperature

before the measurements reported in later sections were made. Fig. 15b

shows the assembly drawing.
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WING JOINT LOWER SECTION- FINAL DIMENSIONS
SCALE: FULL 6SURFACE ROUGHNESS

TOLERANCE, INCHES, DECIMAL xx + .010
xxx _ .005

-1/4 DRILL

STEP 1. MACHINE AND DRILL THE TYPICALTWO END HOLES ONLY EACH END

STEP 2. MATCH MATING LIP SECTION I
AND DRILL MATCHING HOLES

STEP 3. BOLT THE TWO SECTIONS
TOGETHER

STEP 4. DRILL THE 1/8 INCH HOLE
THROUGH THE MATCHING
LIP SECTION USING THE HOLE -1/4 DRILL
IN THE WING SECTION PLATE TYP. 15 PLACES
AS A GUIDE USING TAPER

LOCK METHOD
STEPS. DRILL PILOT HOLES

22.00 1.25
(TOTAL TYP. 16 PL.
LENGTH)

NOMINAL FATIGUE
CRACK SIZE

SAMPLE
NO. a c

1 0.030 0.0-30
2 0.100 0.100

S.50-

R 7 -6.001

0.28 0 ,_6o.22-- T

Rs5/16-J
, ~FUL R -- 1-0.25 -- FULL R

Fig. 14 Drawing of Final Dimensions of Lower Sections of the
Fatigue Samples.
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WING JOINT - UPPER SECTION
MATERIAL 7075-T6AI 2 REQUIRED

22.00

1 116 7/6 1 /16FULL R

4 R 1/16

TOLERANCE: INCHFS
DECIMAL: xx 1 0.010

xxx + 0.005 UNLESS NOTED

Fig. 15 (a) Drawing of Upper Sections for the Fatigued Samples

and Assembly.
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The absence of the stiffening rib from these samples was motivated by

the excessive cost involved and a much greater risk of failure when placing a

fatigue crack in the desired location. It is justifiable since from the

studies in Sections IV it is known that the rib reflection occurs well after

the time window of interest.
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VI. MEASUREMENTS i>N ORIGINAL TRANSDUCER CONFIGURATION

ON ASSEMBLED SAMPLES

After assembly of the fatigued specimens a crucial experiment was

performed on the sample with the nominal 0.100" fatigue crack. The transducer

configuration was that shown in Fig. 5a with a = 45'. This is the same

configuration as that used successfully in Ref. i and Section IV of this

report. The results are shown in Fig. 18 with the curves scaled to be of

approximately the same peak height for the purpose of comparison. The spectra

in Fig. 18 show only a very small systematic difference between hole 9, the

hole with a 0.100" fatigue crack, and the other holes. This difference did

not appear large enough to serve as a reliable estimate for the presence of a

crack, and indicated that this transducer configuration might not be satis-

factory for success in the field on fully assembled wing lap joints.

The ability to find a fatigue crack of this length in an assembled

specimen of uniform geometry is a minimum standard of performnance which must

be achieved in any transducer configuration. Since the configuration which

worked well for the unassembled mock-up did not generalize to the fully

assetabled ,tructure, an optimlzaLiui procedure was sought. Ideally, this

should be based on an examination of the mechanisms of the interaction of

acoustic energy with the fastener hole in much greater detail for this complex

-geometry. As described in the following section, it was found that some

recent developments in acoustic theory (4) could be applied to this problem to

provide a framework for understanding the dependence of the flaw's reflection

coefficient on the angle of the incoming acoustic beam.
/
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VII. DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL BASIS FOR PROBE

OPTIMIZATION AND CONFIRMING EXPERIMENTS

1. Theoretical Background

The basic approach used here is the scattering theory work in

Ref. 4. It applies to the SH acoustic waves employed in this report. The

central concept is an expression for the reflection coefficient for scattering

of an acoustic beam from a void in a material. Suppose r is the signal

propagated between a transmitter and a receiver in the absence of a void.

Then, if a void is present, this will change by an amount 6F given by

iW Tu  RT
6r = IF void f ' • . n ds (2)

surface

where the presuperscript refers to the transducer used to generate the elastic

fields and the post prime indicates that the void is assumed to be present.

Thus Tu' is the material displacement at the surface of the void when it is

illuminated by the transmitting transducer driven by a power P, n is a unit

vector normal to the surface of the void, and RT is the material stress that

would be produced at the mathematical location of the void surface if the void

was absent and the region was illuminated by an electrical power P applied to

the receiving transducer. Similarly, Ru, which will be used in the following

discussion, is the material displacement at the mathematical surface of the

void with the void absent, as illuminated by the receiviny transducer.
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For the case of a crack such as that shown in Fig. 19d, Eq. (2; can

be simplified and placed in a form containing direct wasureables. To do so,

it can be noted that, for a crack, the integrations on the left and right

surfaces of the crack differ only in the sign of n. Consequently, Eq. (2) cal

be simplified into the form

1 6u, R . n ds, (3)

surface
(y = +

where 6 is small with respect to the radius of the fastener hole and the

quantity TAu. is defined by

T uyl = Tuy (y = + Tu(y = - (4)

Tu u

TAUy can be physically interpreted as the opening of the crack induced by the

T.
applied stress field. Fig. 19b shows an experimental definition of Uy

In order to further simplify Eq. (6), it is desirable to relate TAu' to the

applied load. This can be done by noting that, when the crack is small with

respect to the ultrasonic wavelength, the crack opening is given by

TAu '(x,z)K(x,z)TT yy(x=a) (5)
yyy
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where the factor K can be determined from static elasticity solutions and is a

function of crack length. This is known as the quasi-static approximation.

Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) yields the result

6r= wTi- T Ty(x=a) RT (x=a) dxdz K(x,z) (6)

surface
(y--+)

From this result, it is clear that a given crack will produce the maximum

change in the ultrasonic signal when the transducer positions are chosen to be

sym etriz with respect to the lap joint and at such an angle that a maximum

stress is produced in an uncracked hole at the potential crack location. The

strength of the crack indication will be given by the integral of K.

To express the quantities Tyy in terms of physical measurements,

additional analysis is required. This was stimulated by consultation

performed as a part of this program by Prof. B.A. Auld, of Stanford University,

who suggested that a sound practical approach would be to find the solution

for the scattering of an SH wave from a cylindrical void in an unbounded

medium and then to reduce it to the case of a plate in order to determine T.

Here the hole is considered to be part of the initial geometry, and the "void"

defined in Eq. (2) is the crack growing fron the cylindrical hole. For small

cracks, u' is derived from T using a quasi-static scattering approximation and

Eq. (2) could then be used to find the charge in scattering.
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This procedure was performed as follows. The stress matrix equation

for a material is

T = C • S (7)

where C is the elastic stiffness coefficient matrix relating S, the material

,train to T, the stress. This equation represents six individual linear

equations, which in a homogeneous medium are (Reference 5).

Txx C I xx 12yy 12zz(a)

Tyy C 12S xx + C1 1Syy + C12 Szz (D)

Tzz C2Sxx +C2Syy + 1 1Szz (8c)

Txy C44Sxy (8d)

Txz C44 xz(e)

T = C44Syz  (8f)

Fig. 19a defines the rectilinear coordinate space used. Remembering that

the vector u describes the particle displacement at a particular point, Sxx is

the gradient of the x component of u in the x direction. T xx is the stress

component in the x direction acting on the x face of the infinitesimal volume
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element the deformation of which is described by S. Similar definitions apply

to the other Tij and Sij terms.

In this work, the aluminum plate is thin with respect to the acoustic

wavelength. Therefore, to a very good approximation, all Tiz terr are zero.

Further, since the crack is near the cylinder surface, it is safe to approxi-

mate Txx and Txy by zero. Equations (8a) and (8c) then yield

Sxx = Szz (9a)

which simplifies Eq. (8b) to the fori

T =C s + CS + S C + U uC (9b)
yy -yy 2(Sxx + zz ) 

= 11 ay 12 ax

In practice, C12/C11 - 0.5 and ('ux/ax)/(auy/ay)- 0.3. Therefore, to

a first approximation, the second term in Eq. (9) can be dropped and combina-

tion with Eq. (5) yields the result

au
Au = K(X,Z)-- y (x=a). (10)y

Accordinj to the theory, K should be the same no matter what direction the

acoustic wave arrives frow; hence a test of this line of analysis is to

measure Au and ! for two different values of 8 (see Fig. 19b) and see if
y ay

the proportionality constant is in fact the same. The next section reveals

the results of this test.
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2. Experimental Determination of Optimum Probe Configuration

In order to verify this analysis, a set of measurements were made,

using a special EMAT probe to measure both uy and uy. It was necessary for

the area of contact to be quite small; Fig. 19b shows the approximate size of

the contact area of the probe with the aluminum plate near the hole. Figure

20 is a photograph of the actual probe. It consisted of a I" x 0.030" x 18"

thin plate of mild steel, magnetically attached to the receiver EMAT. It

provided a nearly ideal means of converting the surface displacements in a

very small region (caused by the entering acoustic beam) into SH waves which

could travel down to and be detected by the attached EMAT. At the low

frequencies of this work, pressure contact was adequate to couple the shear

energy from the plate into the probe.

Fig. 21 shows the measurement of Au' as a function of time for two
Y

different values of S, and the corresponding plots of 3uy/ay. Notice that as

expected they are all sinusoidal with a period equal to that of the acoustic

field (5 Psec). Taking the amplitudes of these plots, the following table can

be obtained:

Table II

=450 700

au
__l 1.15 ± 0.17 6.0 ± 1.0

Au y 7.0 ± 0.7 39.0 ± 0.4

Resulting constant
of proportionality 6.1 t 1.2 6.5 ± 1.3

/
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The errors shown for au/ay and Au'y are estimates of all errors involved in

measuring these values. According to Eq. (10), the resulting constants of

proportionality should be identical for the same crack for the two different

values of 0. They agree to well within the estimated measurement errors, thus

confirmiing the analysis. Ideally, in order to maximize 6r, it would be

necessary to measure u' and u over a large enough range of x, y, and 0 to

calculate the surface integral in Eq. (2). The amount of effort involved was

estimiated to be much larger than could be justified within the scope of this

contract. Hence the approximate form presented in Eq. (6) was used as a

guideline.

The practical implications for this work included an increased under-

standing of aloustic field behavior in the crack region, and the realization

that angles of incidence different from the previously studied case of 3 450

could yield a better differentiation of the cracked hole.

Armed with this knowledge, two more configurations were employed

(Fig. 5b, 5c) to yield useful results; these are reported in the following

sections.
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VIII. TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENTS

Two-Probe Measurements

Exploratory experiments were performed using the transducer configu-

rations shown in Fig. 5b. Two facts were observed. The first was that,

although particular values of a and 0 could be found which would detect a

cracked hole in a fixed geometry, these values changed from one geometry to

another in a pattern which was not predictable. The second observation was

that the acoustic energy transferred through the wing lap joint in the

simplest configuration, a = 1800, = 90', was a strong function of whether

the fastener was loose or tight. Fig. 22 illustrates this, using the

Fourier transformed data in a time window which includes just the wing lap

joint.

The data shown in Fig. 22 was obtained on the actual wing section

described in Section V-A and illustrated in Fig. 11. At holes 23 (a loose

fastener) and 4 (a missing fastener), less than half the acoustic energy was

transmitted across the lap joint and the interference notch at 0.21 MHz for

the tight fastener holes is not present. Hole 5, directly next to hole 4,

also seems to be somewhat affected. Notice that the effect of a loose

fastener in this configuration was much larger than the effect of any notch or

slot (holes 11, 16, 19) and was not as strongly influenced by the geometrical

variations in this sample (recall Fig. 11). This technique was used on the

mockup wing section (see Section V-B) where some fasteners were also loosened

with equally good results. Thus it appears that the transducer configuration
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of Fig. 5b, simple transmission, would be likely to yield a capability for

discovering loose fasteners in a large variety of wing lap geometries. Since

for a loose fastener the amount of acoustic energy transmitted is strongly

damped and the interference notch is eliminated, the signature for a loose

fastener should be correspondingly easy to recognize.

2. Three-Probe Measurements

A second set of exploratory experiments employed the transducer

configuration show in Fig. 5c. This was motivated by the need to find a

configuration which would be less sensitive to the geometry of the wing lap

joint than those previously studied. Motivated partly by the analysis of the

previous section, the signal from one of the two receiver transducers was

subtracted from the other and the frequency spectrum of the result found.

It might initially be thought that this difference would vanish for a

crack normal to the plate edge by symmetry. However, close examination shows

that for shear waves, the two receiver positions are not equivalent since the

transducer polarization defines a preferred direction. Moreover, it can be

intuitively argued that the degree of this difference is a measure of crack

size.

In order to obtain a reproducible spectrum, extreme care was

necessary in the alignment of the receiver signals. This is because the

difference signal is generally quite small, and it is sensitive to any errors

in transducer positioning as well as to the presence of a crack. in general,
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features in frequency space would not repeat from one data collection to

another unless the signal alignment was better than 0.05 Ws (1% of the

period). This tolerance was met using a simple loop feature of ISP to replot

the signals from each transducer until the correct mechanical location was

secured. Fig. 23a exhibits the results for the 0.100 in (0.254 cm) fatigue

crack. The cracked hole is #9 and displays a significantly different signa-

ture from the other non-cracked holes.

The signature appears as a significantly depressed spe im, as if

constructive interference is occurring over the whole frequency range as well

as at 200 kHz. Fig. 23b displays four more uncracked holes, as well 's the

hole with the 0.030 inch (0.076 cm) fatigue crack. The two holes with cracks

are the only ones in Fig. 23 with spectra which are depressed at of 200 KHz.

Figs. 24a through 24d show the results of this same technique when applied

to the actual wing section described in Section V-A. There, the hole

with a 0.100" EDM notch is depressed near 200 KHz. Using an amplitude

criterion to provide the basis for an accept/reject decision for these three

samples, the following results can be obtained. First, require the amplitude

at 200 KHz to be greater than 0.02 millivolts in order for the hole to be

accepted (Criterion #1). This yields 0 false rejects out of 8 possibles and 0

P false accepts out of 2 possibles for the two fatigued samples (Fig. 23).

For the actual wing section (Fig. 24), it yields 0 false rejects out of 22

possible and 2 false accepts (hole 16 with a 0.030" EDM notch and hole 19 with

a 0.100" saw slot) out of 3 possibles. A more stringent criterion (Criterion

#2) requiring that the amplitude between 200 KHz and 220 KHz be greater than
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0.04 mv, gives fewer false accepts, but more false rejects. Applying this

criterion to the fatigued samples there are 3 false rejects out of 8 possibles

and 0 false accepts out of 2 possible. Applying the same criterion to the

actual wing sample, there are 2 false rejects (#6, #15) out of 22 possibles

and 1 false accept (#16) out of 3 possible. Of course, if the criterion were

to be varied as a function of geometry, better results would be obtained. The

point to remember here is that the same criterion applied with the same trans-

ducer configuration gave mostly correct results regardless of the geometrical

variation of the sample.

Finally, transducer configuration 5c was tried on the aluminum mockup

with the saw slots (Section V-B). It was discovered that the technique would

not work on this sample due to the fact that the fraction of transmitted

acoustic energy was three times sw;aller than in the other samples. The

resulting signal to noise ratio was too si: al and the noise destroyed the

capability of this configuration to find the saw slots. The short length of

time left in the contract did not permit any investigation of the reasons for

the loss of transnission in this sample. Therefore the efficacy of this

nethod and this transducer configuration imust be left as an open question. It

is possible that each geometry has its own particular signature for non-

cracked holes and that that signature would have to be established before

cracked holes could be identified. Nevertheless, the success that this

configuration exhibited with the range of geometrical variation in the first

three sanples is striking, and it ;,lay be the most likely stdrting point for

future investigations.
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A final comment is that the configuration 5c is probably sensitive to

the quality of the seal at the fastener hole being interrograted. This should

be kept in mind when assessing the usefulness of this configuration.
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IX. REFLECTION EXPERIMENTS, VARIABLE 0

The analysis in Section VIII prompted another set of exploratory

experiments, using the configuration of Fig. 5a but varying :, keeping

fixed at 900. The very encouraging result for the 0.100 in (0.254 cm) fdtiJue

crack was that, at = 50', a difference even in the time waveforms could be

observed. Fig. 25a shows signals from five different fastener locations for

this sample. The plots are over a very narrow time window, centered on a

value corresponding roughly to the center of the fastener hole. The cracked

hole (',9) is larked with dashes ond it stands out iice'v from tile rest.

Fig. 25b shows the Fourier transforms of these signals over a 40 ;.s window

centered at 75 os. Hole 9 does not have as deep an interference notch as the

other four fastener locations.

A\ straight-forward, and fieldable, ;.rh, of juantifying this effect

is to average the freqlency spectra from lhe .icy-aced noles in thdL Lwii1 e

,nd divide by this average. This uperation wus perfuriud on data froml both

specimens with fatigue cracks. Fig. :_6 show, tr -esults for the specimen

with a 0. 100 in (0.254 cm) crack and Fig. 27 shuws the results for the 0.030

in (0.076 cmii) crack. Holes 7, 3, 10, and 1i in each sam)le are not cracked;

thus the statistical sample for this geoietry consi!s of 10 holes, 8 of which

are uncracked and serve as a measure of the ran1ge of systelmiatic variation or

noi Se.

In edch of the-e fi gures, the normial i zat ion leadIs tc a (i pllay which

would have a constant value of unity if all holes were identical. The
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destruction of a null, such as was shown in Fig. 25, is indicated by a peak in

the normalized plot for that hole. For the 0.100 in. fatigue crack sample data

shown in Fig. 26, such a large peak occurs at hole #9, which was in fact the

cracked hole. Lesser peaks occur in the plots for holes #10 and #11. These

presumably are a result of a lack of reproducibility in the sample preparation

and/or measurement technique. To a degree, they can be differentiated from true

signals by shape criteria, e.g., note the skewing of the peak for hole #11.

Beyond this, they represent the sensitivity limit of the system.

Similar results for a 0.030 inch hole are shown in Fig. 27. There

again, the cracked hole #9 is indicated by a peak occurring at about 0.2

MHz. The peak is of course smaller in magnitude now, somewhat asymmetric, and

is comparable in peak value to the structure in holes #8 and #11. Again, it

appears that it could be distinguished by the size and shape of the peak.

It will also be noted that all of the plots vanish at around 0.26

MHz. This is an artifact of the measurement resulting from an automatic

zeroing of the ratio when the denominator falls below a minimum level and

should be ignored.

Note also that, since most of the energy is reflected, this method

should be less sensitive to variations in sealant properties or fastener

tightness than the transmission method. Variations in these parameters

produce large fluctuations in the relatively small amount of transmitted

signal, but produce only small changes in the reflected energy.
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These results clearly show that fatigue cracks can be detected by the

EMAT technique. The signal from the 0.100 in. hole is well above the noise

level set by variations in nominally identical holes and/or measurement

error. The signal from the 0.030 in. hole is comparable to the noise but may

be enhanced by signal processing based on the shape of the signal peak. It is

next necessary to establish how such a procedure is sensitive to systematic

variations in the sample geometry.

Fig. 28 shows the results for the aluminum mockup (which is only

slightly different in geometry), where again each spectrum has been divided by

the average of the spectra for the unslotted holes, #7, 9, 10, 12, 13, and

14. In Fig. 28 one can recognize the 3 slotted holes, 18, #11, and #15 from

the distinctive symmetric peak near 170 kHz. The amplitude of the peak also

increases monotonically with the slot lengths which, after being drilled out

for the tapered fasteners, were 155 mils, 220 mils, and 70 mils respectively

for holes 8, 11, and 15. Note that other peaks do occur, but not with the

same form shown by the slotted holes. Also it should be pointed out that the

shape of the flaw peak is fatter in Fig. 28 than in Figs. 26 and 27. This may

occur because the slots in the mock-up were made by a saw, and have much

greuter width and area than the radial fatigue cracks of the same length.

Fig. 29 shows the results of the application of this configuration

(5d, = 90', p = '0O) to the actual wing section shown in Fig. 11. In this

situation, where the geometry is changing and generally much different from

the other three samples, the 3 pecLruiii for each fastener was divided by the

average of the spectra of its four nearest neighbors. This was a simple way
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to approximate what an uncracked hole in each position should look like. As

might be expected, this met with more limited success. On the positive side,

m:iost of the holes do not show a large isolated peak. Hole #11 (with a 100 [nil

DM corner notch) does have a high, isolated peak similar to those of Fig. 28

even though it is located in a region of varying geometry; and hole # 23 has a

sharp clean peak due to its loose fastener. Although these two look sifnlar

in their reflection characteristics, these can be differentiated by their

transmission properties as was discussed in Section VIII. However, hole 16

(with a 30 mil EDM corner notch) does not show a peak, hole 19 (with a 100 mlil

saw slot) shows a sharply defined but very asymmetric and low peak, and hole

14 (with no known crack, slot, notch or fastener probl em) shows a very

convincing isolated peak - i.e., it would be a false reject.

This lii-ted success is partly due to the changing geometry over the

length employed; partly it may be because not all available information has

been used. Only half the information available in a Fourier transformed

spectrum is being shown in any of the plots of ai~iplitude versus frequency:

the phase information as a function of frequency has been ignored. Figs.

30a and ) show the real and im~aginary parts, separately, of the Fourier trans-

forms of the signal for holes 1, 19, and 20 of this sample. Note that holes

11 and 20 are inch more like each other than like hole #19. Silnlilar comments

i;.ply, in Fig. 30c and 30d, to the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier

t-',rsforms of holes 10 and 12 compared to hole II. This kind of comparision

c .ld be relatively easily quantified by using a least-squares fit method in a

fashion analogous to the division method used above. However, there was not

sufficient time to implement and test it in this effort.
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Thus, using only the amplitude information and dividing by the

uncracked holes, there would be a false acceptance of the 0.030 mil corner

notch and a 0.100 mil saw slot and a false rejection of one hole in addition

to the correct rejection of a 0.100 in. corner EDM notch and the correct

acceptance of 12 holes.

The performance of this technique on all four samples is summarized

in Figs. 31a, b, and c. All points plotted within 0.02 inches (using the

horizontal scale) are actually un-marred holes and belong on the vertical axis

within flaw size of 0.0. Fig. 31a includes the absolute amplitudes of all

holes in Figs. 26 through 29. Fig. 31b includes the absolute amplitudes of

only the symmetric peaks. Note that the 0.030 inch crack, the 0.030 in. EDM

notch, and the 0.100 in. saw slot in the wing section do not make it to this

plot and hence would be false accepts if true flaw indications were required

to be fully symmetric. Fig. 31c presents the relative amplitude of each

peak in Fig. 26 through 29. This was defined as the distance from the peak

down to the highest shoulder 20 kHz away from the peak.

The three plots in Fig. 31 represent the three different parameters

which were used here to identify flaws. The dashed lines in each of the plots

indicate where one might set thresholds for the accept/reject decision for

that parameter. The plots are all in rough agreement, but there are some

differences worth discussing. In the discussion below, flaws of all sizes

have been lumped together in quoting statistics on the accept/reject

decision. It is important to notice that the actual performance evinced in

Fig. 31 is flaw-size dependent: larger flaws are definitely more accurately

distinguished.
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Using Fig. 31a, absolute amplitude of all peaks, the ratio of false

rejects to possibles is 0/8 for the two fatigued samples, 3/6 for the mock-up,

and 1/13 for the actual wing section. The ratio of false accepts to possibles

is 0/2 for the fatigued samples, 0/3 for the mock-up, and 2/3 for the actual

wing section for the threshold shown.

Using Fig. 31b, absolute amplitude plus requiring a flaw-associated

peak to be symmetric, the ratio of false rejects to possibles is 0/8 for the

fatigued samples, 0/6 for the mock-up, and 1/13 for the actual wing sample.

The ratio of false accepts to possibles is 1/2 for the 2 fatigued samples, 0/3

for the mock-up, and 2/3 for the actual wing section for the threshold shown.

Using Fig. 31c, relative amplitude of all peaks, the ratio of false

rejects to possibles is 0/8 for the fatigued samples, 0/6 for the mockup, and

0/13 for the actual wing sample. The ratio of false accepts to possibles is

0/2 for the fatigued samples, 0/3 for the mockup, and 3/3 for the actual wing

section for the threshold shown.

Finally, it is important to notice that the statistics quoted above

for the actual wing section would improve greatly if the threshold were

dropped (Fig. 31a, 31c). This means the threshold for detecting cracks with

this configuration is probably a function of geometry and would have to be

measured.

The performance of transducer configuration 5a (Fig. 5a) is thus good

for the three fixed geometry specimens, but not as good for the actual wing

section with different, and varying geometry. However, remember that the Fourier
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amplitude spectra can be separated out into Real and Imaginary parts. As the

discussion of the plots in Fig. 30 ,ndicates (p.33), this could yield a large

improvement in the ability to identify flaws in the actual wing section. In

addition, the small response from the 0. 100 in. saw slot in the actual wing

section (Fig. 29c) compared to the large response from a very similar flaw in

the mockup (Fig. 28a) suggests that the angle 3 (Fig. 5a) should be a function

of the geometry of the wing section.
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X. FNGINEERING DRAWINGS, LAYOUTS, SKETCHES, AND SCHEMATICS

In any of the successful techniques reported above, it would be

necessary in a field situation to employ a microcomputer based instrument to

perform digital signal analysis and pattern recojnition. For example, the

procedure in Section IX above requires division of the Fourier Transform

(F.T., in the rest of this discussion) of each hole by the average of the

F.T.'s of its four nearest neighbors. The result must then be checked for the

presen-e of a peak with the correct shape and magnitude. This is

compratively easy to do with a microcomputer in which data and comparison

pat-erns can be stored, and the patterns or procedure easily changed. In an

analog or even analog/digital device it would be much more difficult to allow

for more than one geometry, or provide enough flexibility to modify the exact

procedure or comparison patterns should extensive testing prove this

advisable.

Fig. 32 shows a schematic of the hardware for a microcomputer-based

instrument which we recommend to be used in the field to perform the Fourier

analysis, waveform averaging and division, and graphical display tasks

described in this report. A prototype of a similar version of this instrument

has been built and used in another, unrelated, NDE contract performed by the

Ultrasonic Applications Group here at the Science Center (6). Further design

dnd construction of both hardware and software for this instrument is being

actively carried out during FY 1980 on funds provided from Rockwell

International's Independent Research and Development budget. It is to be a
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general purpose, all-digital instrument for applications in the field of

ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation. It will be completely programmable and

modular so that portions of either software or hardware may be relatively

easily updated as technology and field experience progresses.

In the schematic of Fig. 32, the ultrasonic signals are produced in

the upper left-hand corner by EMAT transducers. The signals are then digi-

tized by an analog-to-digital converter (A/D) and all subsequent processing is

performed digitally. Because the waveforms contain a relatively large amount

of data, the first stages of the signal processing must be performed by fast

digital circuitry. The current state of the art in fast general purpose

digital hardware is the array processor, which is a computer designed to

perforn a series of contion nathematical operations on large groups of numbers

as rapidly as possible. All of the signal processing will be perfor;led within

the array processor and optional display of processed waveforms on an oscil-

loscope will be available directly from the array processor. The array

processor which is recom;i* nded based on today's technology is the Analogic

AP400, which offer Lhe best comprowise of performance with size and price of

any array processor on the m.arket today.

Tn order that the array processor not be burdened with such

"housekeeping" tasks as comunicating with the operator and with peripheral

devices, there will be a microcomputer for this purpose. In addition, the

mnicrocc;iputer will ;anage programs for itself and the array processor and

receive the results of flaw decisions iade by the array processor and route

thel to the operator or to a storage device. The minicom;puter can have any of
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a wide variety of peripheral devices attached, some of which are shown at the

right of Fig. 32 for illustration. "Knobs and Readouts" refers to a set of

analog controls which would allow the operator the same kind manual control

that is available with a conventional ultrasonic instrument. The terminal and

hard copy are for operator communication and the other three peripherals are

for data and program storage.

Because of the modular nature of this design, there are many possible

variations on the configuration. Alternate A/D's and peripherals have already

been mentioned. For applications with modest computational needs, it is

possible to leave out the array processor altogether and do the computations

in the microcomputer. Furthermore, the modular construction allows one to

constantly upgrade the instrument capability in step with the rapid improve-

ments in available digital hardware.

This instrument is completely programmable. Therefore, it will be

able to perform any kind of signal processing and to switch between one

function and another in a fraction of a second by changing software. Thus, as

improvements in flaw detection and characterization techniques are made, they

can be immediately implemented in the instrument.

In compliance with the work statement for this contract (2), the

following paragraphs describe a possible field test procedure based on the

digital instrument described above, and the results of this report. The

transducer configuration in Fig. 5c has not been employed below for two

reasons. First, further work should be done to assess its reliability and
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optimize the angle y. Secondly, the field alignment of the signals from the

two receiver transducers would require a more sophisticated goniometer and an

additional piece of electronics designed to measure the difference in phase of

the two signals.

The recommended transducer configurations appear schematically

in Fig. 5. Figs. 4a and 5a show the configuration to be used in

goniometer #1, designed to test for cracked holes or loose fasteners.

Fig. 5b shows the configuration to be used in goniometer #2, which is

designed to distinguish whether or not the hole in question has a loose

fastener. Each goniometer has two EMAT transducers. Two cables from each

goniometer are connected to the instrument shown schematically in Fig. 32.

This instrument would fit into a rolling electronics rack (standard width) six

feet high or smaller, depending on the amount of flexibility desired. A

handheld device would be connected to the instrument by a cable and would

contain a light, an audible alarm, one two-position switch, and two separate

push buttons. This is the only portion of the system that would be required

to be taken by the operator onto the wing during the inspection. Fig. 33

shows a sketch of how this might be configured.

The field test procedure would be:

1. Use goniometer #1. Set the angle a to 900.

2. Set the distance from each transducer to the fastener hole

center by aligning a mark on the transducer with a mark on the

transducer arms of the plastic guide.

3. Tighten all screws to maintain 1 and 2 above.
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4. Select section of wing area to be inspected and number the

fastener holes in sequential order.

5. Set the goniometer arm so that angle 0 is 500.

6. Align the goniometer arm with the wing lap joint and center the

vertical pin over fastener #. (possibly using an eddy current

centering device).

7. Push the "INIT" button, wait for "DG" light to go off.

8. Repeat Step 6 for fastener #2.

9. Push the "DATA" button. Wait for "DG" light to go off.

10. Perform steps 6 and 9 for subsequent holes until alarm sounds.

If it does, mark the last fastener hole completed. Then proceed

with Step 11, after moving goniometer #1 out of the way.

Comment: The reflection response of a fastener hole has been

identified the hole as being either cracked or having a loose

fastener. It is now necessary to compare the transmission

properties at that hole to those of its two nearest neighbors to

see if it has a loose fastener. If not, it is a candidate for

being cracked. First, measure the hole in question.

11. Use Goniometer #2. Set switch labeled "1-2" to the #2 position.

12. Align goniometer centering pin over the hole which is two back

from the hole marked in Step 10. That is the questionable hole.

13. Repeat Step 7. Comment: Now measure the holes on either side

of the questionable hole.
.9
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14. Align goniometer centering pin over the third hole back and

repeat Step 9.

15. Repeat Step 14 for the first hole back. Coment: The Fourier

spectrum for the questionable hole is now divided by the average

of the spectra of its nearest neighbors. If the result is 1.0

within pre-set limits, the hole is identified as a cracked one.

16. If alarm sounds, enter the hole # under "Candidate for crack."

17. If alarm does not sound and "LH" light is on, enter the hole #

under "Candidate for loose fastener."

18. Return to goniometer #1. Set "1-2" switch back to #1

position. Proceed with Steps 8 and 9 for subsequent holes until

alarm sounds.

'9
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XI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this effort, significant progress has been made in the detection

of fatigue cracks under fasteners in the lower half of the CSA wing lap

joint. Prior to this study, it had been shown only that the signature of

holes with saw slots in an unassembled mock-up could be recognized. In this

study the following new results have been obtained.

1. Fatigue cracks at fastener holes can be grown in the laboratory.

2. Fastener holes with the cracks can be found with EMAT-generated

acoustic beams, even in an assembled lap joint. This was accom-

plished in two completely different transducer configurations,

with 100% detection capability on the samples with cracks.

3. Limited success was achieved in detecting EDM notches and a saw

slot in a wing section with varying geometry.

4. An achievement which was not required by the contract, but which

may be significant, is the ability to detect loose fasteners.

Important questions not yet fully resolved concern the detectability

of fatigue cracks of 0.030 inch size and the exact procedure for detecting

fatigue cracks in other geometries, particularly those with major deviations

from the one studied.

The transducers and configurations used in this study appear robust

and easily fieldable. The detailed implementation of a crack-finding instru-

;5 ment based on the conceptual design of Section X will require future inter-

action with knowledge ale field personnel.
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The recommendation emerging from this work, for development of a

fieldable instr-ment based on this study, includes two phases.

Phase I Detailed Instrument Design

A. A short field study is needed to obtain feed back from

testing personnel about desirable design features for a

prototype instrument. This would employ more rugged trans-

ducers and goniometers, and would require a version of the

digital ultrasonic instrument (described in Section X) for

data collection and analysis. This would provide an early

guide to how convenience and practicality would be best

achieved.

B. Calibration measurements are needed to establish the

angles and exact analysis procedures which will be

successful for geometries which deviate in a major way from

that investigated here. This would include an activity

designed to measure the size of the smallest detectable

crack length as carefully as is necessary.

C. A design effort would be carried out to yield a

detailed plan for all of the hardware and software needed

to construct a fieldable prototype. This would be

submitted to the Air Force for their evaluation prior to

implementation.
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Phase II. Prototype Construction and Testing

This would involve construction of the instrument designed

in part C of Phase I above. The resulting device would be

a practical, fully operational prototype instrument for

actual use by Air Force personnel. The effort should

include a portion reserved for testing by a combination of

Science Center and Air Force personnel, as well as some

time allotted to the creation of an acceptable manual of

operation/procedures.
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